Christology As Subject Matter: Philippians Commentaries As a Test Case
it would be impossible, of course, to survey the plethora of commentaries, classic or contemporary, for their treatment of almost any biblical subject, let alone Christology. largely limiting generalizations to modern new testament commentaries and supporting evidence to Phil 2:5-11, the present examination further limits its primary interest to whether that passage teaches or implies a traditional doctrine of Christ's preexistence as god-with James d. g. dunn, n. t. Wright, and david s. yeago as notable interlocutors. the hypothesis to explore is that dunn's challenge to an incarnation-oriented approach in Philippians 2 may reveal some Christological strengths and weaknesses of recent scholarly commentaries. a. Dunn, Wright, and Yeago in 1980 dunn published the first edition of Christology in the Making. on Phil 2:5-11 his crucial argument was that the contextual background of the hymn lay in a two-stage adam Christology, namely, identification with humanity even unto death followed by exaltation to life as lord over all. in dunn's view, this contextual background renders superficial the apparently straightforward, traditional readings of the text's surface. the "form of god" actually connects to adam as the image and glory of god, the "form of a slave" to postlapsarian humanity. "equality with god" alludes to adam's temptation, "likeness of men" to the human condition that followed. thus, "being found in form as a man" (2:7) recapitulates the one-adamic-narrative shape of Christ's story.2 For dunn it follows that "[t]he terms used in the hymn do not have an independent value; their sense is determined by their role within the Adam Christology, by their function in describing adam or more generally god's purpose for man."3 the narrative in the early verses refers not to a specific event, but to the shape of Christ's character representing everyone.4 dunn even muses that the preexistence interpretation may owe to later gnostic redeemer myths, thus discounting the force of the language in 2:6-8 and never reckoning theologically with the allusion to isa 45:23 or Phil 2:9-11 in general.5
Wright's lengthy engagement with Philippians 2 gained even greater prominence when incorporated in The Climax of the Covenant (1991).6 Wright questions how much we could reconstruct of Paul's "hypothetical predecessors," of "that shadowy phenomenon called pre-Pauline Christianity."7 all the same, he accepts that the passage is an example of adam-and therefore israel-Christology. yet, contra dunn, Wright thinks that this does not preclude incarnational Christology but rather entails it. after an exceedingly thorough history-and, we might say, deconstruction-of interpretations, Wright offers an approach to Phil 2:6-7 that integrates well with the following verses, while integrating incarnational and ethical thrusts in the passage. 
